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APPCLARITY is the fastest, most 

cost-effective way to establish visibility 

and control of your software landscape 

and spend. 

Do you know the truth about your 

IT landscape? Waste should not be 

an acceptable part of enterprise 

software licensing. APPCLARITY 

provides a single, accurate view of the 

software installed and active across 

the enterprise. An automatic process 

that enables you to proactively manage 

PRODUCT SHEET

Drive Down License Costs

APPCLARITY ™

software and licenses across the 

enterprise and down to an individual 

user basis, making IT delivery a leaner 

and more cost-effective proposition.

Stop paying for software you don’t 

need. Stop letting your suppliers dictate 

vendor-audit negotiations. Get the 

truth about your IT landscape

AppClarity: big picture, binary 

detail

“AppClarity has given us remarkable visibility of 
software licenses across all users in Sasol. We 
made tangible savings within days of deploying 
the solution – we achieved in literally a couple of 
days what we were not able to in 12 years.”

Cobie Nel, IM Services: Manager Applications, Sasol
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APPCLARITY™ Drive Down License Costs

Key Features
Accurate software inventory 
For PCs, AppClarity can leverage Microsoft System 

Center Configuration Manager to instantly obtain 

an accurate register of all applications deployed, or 

the inventory can be captured directly from PCs. In 

the data center, AppClarity remotely and agentlessly 

discovers servers and identifies all installed server 

software using agentless inventory mechanisms such 

as iQSonar from iQuate. iQSonar is the industry-

leading discovery and inventory platform built to 

handle highly complex multi-location, virtual, physical 

and cloud-based environments.

Normalized View of Applications
For all data sources AppClarity filters out irrelevant 

records and variances in publisher and product 

names are normalized. All this infomation is easily 

consumable via a single console for all software across 

the entire estate.

Detects Unused PC Software
Every software install can be instantly analyzed 

by leveraging data from Microsoft System Center 

Configuration Manager to determine if it is used, 

occasionally used or unused. Alternatively where 

SCCM is not present, usage data can be captured 

from PCs using an agent. Either way, this powerful 

information is available at your fingertips for every 

software product in your PC environment.

  

Detects Unused Server Software
Using patented 1E ‘Useful Work’ technology, as part 

of an unused server software solution, AppClarity can 

determine whether server software is doing any useful 

work or not. This allows identification of costly unused 

software which then be considered as part of a server 

reclamation, reassignment or decommissioning 

process. 

Financially Quantifies Waste
AppClarity provides reporting with actionable results 

without having to review pages of data. All unused 

software is collated into one report which financially 

outlines the total waste and potential savings. The 

Unused Software Report is a business case detailing 

the waste and the steps to take action.

Automatically reclaims and recycles 
licenses on PCs
Unused applications can be harvested from PCs using 

a policy-based approach. When a software installation 

is unused it can be reclaimed automatically or with 

user consultation using an intelligent opt-out process. 

Savings achieved through this software license 

optimiztion initiative are tracked and reported via 

AppClarity’s single console.

Restricts the use of prohibited 
applications
Administrators can set policies to prevent certain PC 

applications from being used within the environment. 

These can either be global or specific to a group of 

machines or users.  

Simple traffic light compliance system
AppClarity has a unique traffic light compliance system 

along with targeted vendor compliance reporting. 

By automatically reconciling deployed software with 

licenses purchased, AppClarity delivers fast, accurate 

and comprehensive liability and compliance reporting.
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Business Benefits

Customers

APPCLARITY is deployed across many companies worldwide, these 
include:

3M
APTAR GROUP
CIGNA
ERM SAINT-GOBAIN

LONG VIEW SYSTEMS
SASOL
TEXAS COMMISSION ON   
ENVIROMENTAL QUALITY 

Accuracy
AppClarity is the fastest way to achieve a true view of what software is installed 

and active across the enterprise. It provides the business with straightforward 

usage reports on a product by product basis, delivering clarity into license 

utilization, entitlements and inventory management. Software procurement and 

inventory management is quickly and easily reconciled with actual deployment 

Maximizes Savings
Fast to install and easy to use, AppClarity delivers real, measurable savings within 

days, not years. Proactive license management ensures that software is deployed 

where it is needed, reducing waste and unnecessary spend. The enterprise 

reduces cost by avoiding costly penalties and responding to audits with straight 

forward and accurate usage reports.  

Agile, Scalable and Secure
AppClarity enables granular software usage analysis from business units down 

to individual users. It  provides the enterprise with the ability to proactively 

manage its software and licenses, keeping the environment clean and in order 

with fully automated processes ensure the removal of unused, unauthorized and 

prohibited software 

Case study

Benefits

In just one month Sasol was 
able to make savings of 

ZAR 1.8 million 
($260,000)
Which accounts for 

3000
Reclaimed licenses

Sasol dramatically cuts 
software license costs across 
its IT estate 

AppClarity reclaims unused 
applications to become compliant 
and save money, “AppClarity 
has given us incredible visibility 
into usage of software licenses 
across all users and we already 
made tangible savings within days 
of deploying the solution,“says 
Cobie Nel, IM Services: Manager 
Applications, Sasol.
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ABOUT 1E

1E’s suite of disruptive IT operations 

management tools save billions, solve problems 

and simplify the management of large, complex 

IT environments – in record time. Designed 

with a singular focus to help drive down 

costs, 1E’s solutions include tools for IT asset 

management, Windows systems management 

and BYOPC. 

CONTACT US

UK (HQ)
1E, CP House

97-107 Uxbridge Road 

London W5 5TL 

United Kingdom

Tel: +44 20 8326 3880

USA
1E, 5 Penn Plaza, 9th Floor

New York NY 10001 

USA

Tel:  +1 866 592 4214

INDIA
1E, 10th Floor, Tower A  

Advant Navis Business Park Sector 142 

Noida 201305  

India

Tel: +91 120 402 4000

For more information please contact 
info@1e.com
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